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Assumptions of a static landscape inspire predictions that about half of the world’s coastal wetlands will submerge during this century in response to sea-level acceleration. In contrast, we use simulations from five numerical models to quantify the conditions under which ecogeomorphic feedbacks allow coastal wetlands to adapt to projected changes in sea level. In contrast to previous sea-level assessments, we find that non-linear feedbacks among inundation, plant growth, organic matter accretion, and sediment deposition, allow marshes to survive conservative projections of sea-level rise where suspended sediment concentrations are greater than ~20 mg/L. Under scenarios of more rapid sea-level rise (e.g., those that include ice sheet melting), marshes will likely submerge near the end of the 21st century. Our results emphasize that in areas of rapid geomorphic change, predicting the response of ecosystems to climate change requires consideration of the ability of biological processes to modify their physical environment. Citation: Kirwan, M. L., G. R. Guntenspergen, A. D’Alpaos, J. T. Morris, S. M. Mudd, and S. Temmerman (2010), Limits on the adaptability of coastal marshes to rising sea level, Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L23401, doi:10.1029/2010GL045489.

1. Introduction

Climate change will cause important alterations to both physical and biological components of landscapes, and understanding system adaptability is crucial to mitigating climate-related risks [Scheffer et al., 2001]. Two-way couplings between biotic and physical processes are just beginning to be recognized as fundamental drivers of landscape evolution, and “the ongoing failure to incorporate these dynamic bio-physical interactions…limits our ability to predict the response of landscapes to human disturbance and climate change [Reinhardt et al., 2010].” Tidal wetlands are among the most valuable ecosystems on earth [Costanza et al., 1997], and represent perhaps the most striking example of a system whose response to climate change may be controlled by ecogeomorphic interactions [e.g., Langley et al., 2009]. Despite decades of concern over their ability to survive rapid rates of sea level rise (SLR) [Reed, 1995], system complexity and an inability to discern between reduced sediment delivery rates and accelerated SLR has prevented a simple answer to the important question: at what maximum rate of SLR can a marsh survive?

Assumptions of a static landscape inspire predictions that 20–60% of the world’s coastal wetlands will submerge in response to sea-level acceleration during this century [Titus, 1988; Nicholls et al., 2007; Craft et al., 2009]. Like many forecasts of ecosystem change, these estimates rely on models where topographic surfaces evolve at historic rates [Craft et al., 2009], where inundation occurs across a static landscape [Cooper et al., 2008], or on comparisons between rates of historical accretion and future SLR [McFadden et al., 2007]. However, coastal ecosystems are known to be highly dynamic environments that have significant capacity to adjust to changes in rates of SLR through non-linear feedback mechanisms. In tidal marshes and mangroves, for example, increasing inundation leads to higher rates of sediment deposition, which helps tidal wetlands keep up with SLR [Reed, 1995]. In salt marshes, vegetation growth is typically more rapid at low elevations and in years of anomalously high sea level [Morris et al., 2002], potentially enhancing sediment trapping and organic matter accretion, and limiting erosion [Pagherazzi et al., 2004]. These types of ecogeomorphic feedbacks likely explain the persistence of wetlands within the intertidal zone over thousands of years in the stratigraphic record [Redfield, 1972], and observations of accretion rates that are highest in regions with historically high rates of SLR [Cahoon et al., 2006]. Nevertheless, widespread observations of marsh submergence today [Reed, 1995; Nicholls et al., 2007] indicate that there are limits to the ability of ecogeomorphic feedbacks to preserve a marsh as a stable ecosystem. Here, we attempt to identify the limits of these feedbacks by quantifying the conditions that lead to marsh drowning in an ensemble of five numerical models that incorporate non-linear feedbacks between inundation, plant growth, and substrate accretion.

2. Model Approach

In an attempt to model coastal wetland resilience to sea level rise, we use five numerical models designed to explore how feedbacks between inundation and sediment deposition, and interactions between physical and biological processes, govern the long term evolution of coastal marshland [Morris et al., 2002; Temmerman et al., 2003; D’Alpaos et al., 2007; Kirwan and Murray, 2007; Mudd et al., 2009]. In each of these models, the marsh surface accretes at a rate determined by its elevation relative to sea level, a proxy for the duration of tidal inundation. Since tidal range and suspended sediment availability have been identified as potentially important factors governing salt marsh evolution, we adapt each model to consider the concentration of...
Therefore, our ensemble sea level experiment, sea level experiment, sea level experiment, sea level Response of marsh elevation (a) and accretion L23401 reliance on organic vs. mineral accretion. The types of to modeling vegetation growth, sediment transport, and the elevation range that vegetation can occupy increases proportionately with tidal range \[ \text{Range} = 1 \text{ m}, \text{suspended sediment concentration} = 30 \text{ mg/L}. \] processes considered, and the parameter values chosen, reflect the environment for which each model was designed (please see auxiliary material).\footnote{Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/2010GL045489.} Therefore, our ensemble approach helps preserve the variability in behavior that can be attributed to site differences in natural wetlands and offers some assessment of model uncertainty.

3. Marsh Response to Accelerating Sea Level Rise

[6] In a first set of model experiments, we consider the transient behavior of a marsh adjusting to a relatively slow [Bindoff et al., 2007] and a relatively fast [Rahmstorf, 2007] acceleration in the rate of SLR. We begin these experiments with marsh elevations that are in equilibrium with the historical rate of global SLR, which we take to be 1.7 mm/yr [Bindoff et al., 2007]. In our ‘slow’ sea level experiment, sea level accelerates according to mean rates of thermal expansion predicted for the IPCC’s A1B scenario [Bindoff et al., 2007]. In our ‘fast’ sea level experiment, sea level accelerates according to maximum estimates projected from a historical linear relationship between global temperature and the rate of SLR [Rahmstorf, 2007]. While these scenarios of SLR are based on eustatic estimates, the response of an individual marsh is more importantly related to the relative rate of SLR, which could be higher or lower than the eustatic rate depending on whether the land surface is uplifting or subsiding.

[7] In both experiments, marshes adjust to increasing rates of SLR by becoming lower relative to sea level (Figures 1a and 2a). For moderate rates of SLR, this leads to enhanced vegetation growth and an accelerating rate of substrate accretion (Figure 1b). However, at faster rates of SLR, the marsh platform deepens beyond depths capable of supporting vegetation (Figure 2a). At this point, accretion rates decline (Figure 2b) and the surface quickly loses elevation relative to an accelerating sea level (Figure 2a). Therefore, the rate of SLR which leads to vegetation mortality defines an important threshold for the stability of intertidal landscapes. Our numerical experiments indicate that above this threshold rate, inundation leads to rapid and irreversible conversion of intertidal marshland into unvegetated, subtidal surfaces.

4. Threshold Rates of Sea Level Rise for Marsh Survival

[8] In a second set of model experiments, we explore the dependency of this threshold rate of SLR on environmental conditions that vary in estuaries around the world. Specifically, we identify the maximum rate of SLR conducive to wetland stability for different combinations of tidal range and suspended sediment concentration (Figure 3). Our results indicate that the amount of sediment available for accretion strongly influences the maximum rate of SLR that marshes can survive, even for models that consider peat accumulation in detail. Critical rates of SLR are just a few millimeters per year at low suspended sediment concentrations (~1–10 mg/L), but marshes adapt to SLR rates of several centimeters per year at high suspended sediment concentrations (30–100 mg/L). We also identify a positive
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**Figure 1.** Response of marsh elevation (a) and accretion rate (b) to a conservative sea-level acceleration (IPCC A1B scenario [Bindoff et al., 2007]). \[ \text{Heavy blue line denotes sea level at spring high water (Figure 1a) or the sea-level rise rate (Figure 1b). Elevation changes reflect the simulated position of the marsh relative to spring high water.} \]

\[ \text{Since each model predicts a slightly different initial elevation relative to sea level, we have normalized each model to a common equilibrium elevation at time zero.} \]

\[ \text{Since sea-level rise rates tend to exceed accretion rates, marsh elevations adjust to sea-level acceleration by becoming lower relative to sea level (i.e., more inundated) (Figure 1a), which enhances vertical accretion (Figure 1b). (Experimental conditions: spring tidal range} = 1 \text{ m}, \text{suspended sediment concentration} = 30 \text{ mg/L.}) \]

---

\[ \text{Three of the models were designed to represent tidal salt marshes characteristic of North Inlet, SC (USA), one for Venice Lagoon (Italy) and one for the Scheldt Estuary (Netherlands, Belgium). Although substrate accretion rates increase with inundation, each model differs in its approach} \]
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relationship, though with more variability, between the threshold rate of SLR and tidal range. For a given suspended sediment concentration, a macrotidal marsh (tidal range >4 m) can adapt to SLR rates up to an order of magnitude greater than a microtidal marsh (tidal range <2 m). Our results also point to an interactive effect, where macrotidal marshes are more sensitive to sediment supply than microtidal marshes. This interdependence makes marshes with high tidal ranges and suspended sediment concentrations extremely resilient to SLR, while making marshes with low tidal ranges and suspended sediment concentrations highly vulnerable.

5. Discussion

[9] Our predictions of threshold SLR rates over a large range of sediment concentrations and tidal ranges agree qualitatively with observations from estuaries worldwide that were not used to design or parameterize the models (Figure 3). For example, our modeling framework discerns between two regions of the Mississippi/Atchafalaya River Delta (USA) that have responded to SLR in very different manners despite similar tidal ranges (<1 m) and relative SLR rates (~10 mm/yr). Specifically, our models predict that marshes would survive this rate of relative SLR at sediment concentrations measured in the Old Oyster Bayou region (70 mg/L) [Wang, 1997; Perez et al., 2000], but submerge at concentrations measured in the Bayou Chitique region (20 mg/L) [Wang, 1997]. These predictions are consistent with observations of stability and rapid accretion in the extensive marshes surrounding Old Oyster Bayou, and observations of rapid submergence and erosion in Bayou Chitique [Cahoon et al., 1995]. At high tidal ranges (TR) and suspended sediment concentrations (SSC), our results suggest that marshes can persist under extremely high rates of relative SLR (i.e., >100 mm/yr). Marshes in the Yangtze River Delta (China) (SSC = 1000 mg/L, TR ~ 5 m) might be a natural analog.
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**Figure 2.** Response of (a) marsh elevation and (b) accretion rate to a rapid sea-level acceleration. Heavy blue line denotes sea level at spring high water (Figure 2a) or the sea-level rise rate (Figure 2b). Elevations reflect the position of the marsh relative to spring high water. In this model experiment, sea level accelerates according to Rahmstorf’s [2007] maximum scenario. We have extrapolated Rahmstorf’s scenario from 2100 to 2200 AD using a 3rd degree polynomial fit. Marsh elevations tend to adjust to sea-level acceleration by becoming deeper relative to sea level, although the dashed black line denotes the lowest elevations at which vegetation can grow. Arrows denote the point in each model at which marsh elevations become too low to support vegetation. In most models, vegetation mortality leads to a decrease in accretion. However, mortality leads to a temporary increase in organic accretion in the Mudd model, and does not affect accretion in the Temmerman model. (Experimental conditions: spring tidal range = 1 m, suspended sediment concentration = 30 mg/L.)
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**Figure 3.** Predicted threshold rates of sea-level rise, above which marshes are replaced by subtidal environments as the stable ecosystem. Each line represents the mean threshold rate (±1 SE) predicted by 5 models as a function of suspended sediment concentration and spring tidal range. Pink line denotes thresholds for marshes modeled under a 1m tidal range, blue line denotes 3 m tidal range, and green line denotes 5 m tidal range. For reference, we have included examples (denoted with square markers) of marshes worldwide in estuaries with different rates of historical sea-level rise, sediment concentration, and tidal range. (Abbreviations: PIE = Plum Island Estuary, Massachusetts; PAS = Pamlico Sound, North Carolina; BCQ = Bayou Chitique, Louisiana; NIE = North Inlet Estuary, South Carolina; SCH = Schelde Estuary, Netherlands; PCM = Phillips Creek Marsh, Virginia; OOB = Old Oyster Bayou, Louisiana).
seaward despite high, subsidence-generated rates of relative SLR by accreting at rates >50 mm/yr [Yang, 1999]. Finally, our models suggest that salt marshes are a stable ecosystem at more intermediate rates of SLR and sediment concentrations. For suspended sediment concentrations greater than 20 mg/L and tidal ranges greater than 1m, conditions typical of many estuaries in the southeastern United States and western Europe [French, 2006], our models predict a critical SLR rate of about 10 mm/yr. This model observation is consistent with the broad, expansive marshes common in the southeastern United States and the rapidly accreting marshes in western Europe, where historical SLR rates are generally about 3 mm/yr. Therefore, the ability of our modeling framework to predict whether a marsh or subtidal landscape should be the stable ecosystem in an estuary suggests that our ensemble model predictions have quantitative relevance, and are broadly applicable to a wide variety of coastal marshes.

[10] These results suggest that expansive marshes in regions with low tidal ranges or sediment concentrations will likely submerge in the near future, even for conservative projections of SLR. For example, our models predict a threshold SLR rate of about 5 mm/yr for marshes in the Plum Island Estuary, the largest estuary in New England (Massachusetts, USA: SSC = 3 mg/L, TR = 3 m (C. Hopkinson, Dissolved nutrient and particulate concentrations of freshwater inputs to the Plum Island estuarine system, taken approximately monthly, Plum Island Ecosystem LTER Database, 2007, available at http://ecosystems.mbl.edu/PIE/data/WAT/WAT-VA-Inputs.html)), and for marshes in the Albemarle-Pamlico Sound, the second largest estuary in the United States (North Carolina, USA: SSC = 10 mg/L, TR = 0.5 m [Lunetta et al., 2009]). Although our results confirm a stable marsh ecosystem under historical rates of relative SLR (locally 2–3 mm/yr), projected SLR rates for 2100 (~5 mm/yr, mean IPCC scenario [Bindoff et al., 2007]) exceed this threshold, suggesting that unvegetated, subtidal environments will replace marshes. Our experiments involving the transient behavior of a marsh adjusting to sea level acceleration indicate that drowning occurs ~30–40 years after threshold rates are exceeded.

[11] Under more rapid projections of SLR (e.g., those that include enhanced contributions from ice-sheet melting), only marshes in high tidal range environments with abundant sediment are likely to remain stable. Our models predict that at SLR rates beyond 20 mm/yr [Rahmstorf, 2007], only marshes in regions with tidal ranges greater than 3m and sediment concentrations above 30 mg/L will survive. Under more typical conditions (e.g., SSC = 30 mg/L, TR = 1 m as simulated in Figure 1), all five models predict that inundation depths on the marsh platform will exceed those capable of supporting vegetation near the end of the 21st century, marking the transition to a subtidal landscape.

[12] Assumptions of a static landscape, or a landscape that evolves according to linear historical trends, dominate projections of coastal ecosystem change. Here, by explicitly modeling the dynamic feedbacks between inundation, vegetation, and sedimentation, we discover and quantify two important components of wetland response to SLR that cannot be captured by static models. First, marsh survival strongly depends on sediment availability. This raises the possibility that extensive marshes that are degrading today (e.g., Chesapeake Bay, coastal Louisiana [Reed, 1995]) were stable ecosystems during periods of high sediment delivery, but would be unstable today even at relatively low SLR rates. Since dam construction, regional reforestation, and agricultural-sediment-control practices continue to lower sediment yields to the coast [Syvitski et al., 2009], we suggest extant coastal wetlands, many of which formed during periods of high sediment deposition in the past, became increasingly prone to ecological collapse as sediment supplies declined.

[13] A second implication is that marsh submergence is not the inevitable outcome of sea-level acceleration that static models predict, but instead depends strongly on the magnitude of 21st century climate change and the influence of terrestrial ice sheets on global sea level. If global temperature warming follows conservative IPCC projections and ice sheets contribute little water to the oceans, our model experiments indicate that many marshes will accrete vertically and maintain their position within the intertidal zone. However, if temperature warming follows more rapid scenarios and/or ice sheets contribute significant water such that sea level rises by more than a meter in the next 100 years, our models indicate that most marshes will permanently submerge despite their tendency to accrete more quickly.
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